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The fishing

The Santa Cruz river is one the biggest rivers of Argentina. Spey rods and Intruder flies 
are dominating your daily fishing routine on the shallow banks of this majestic river. Fishing 
is done wading on shallow banks as Steelhead migrate along the banks and shallow runs 
– it truly is a close quarters experience. 
Due to the size and particular glacier fed water color, Santa Cruz Steelhead are physically 
constituted to strip you deep into your backing. Some of the strongest and biggest fish of 
Patagonia swim upstream every year to spawn. We offer over 30 named pools in our 
normal range of activity. Guests will rotate among the different zones to fish the most 
productive pools and runs. While all beats and pools are accessible by boat several 
popular pools are also accessible by truck and only a few minutes away from the lodge. 
Transportation will be done in 5,2 meter Zodiacs with 70hp engines and Pick-up Trucks. 



The lodge

Los Plateados Lodge is located 50 miles upstream from the estuary. Lodging is 
arranged for 4 anglers staying in twin bed rooms. Simple but comfortable the lodge 
is strategically situated right at the bank, overlooking the river. A generator 
supplies the electricity and the power is 220 volt. Both breakfast and dinner will be 
served in the lodge, prepared by an argentine chef who will take care of the meals. 
Meals will be served Argentina style where the finest beef and lamb will take the 
main stage served along with vegetables grown in our own greenhouse. Lunch is 
served by the river side to get the most out of each fishing day. After a full day of 
fishing we go back to the lodge where the warmth of the fireplace and a glass of 
wine and some snacks will be waiting before dinner is served. If you are missing 
any tackle or equipment we have a small fly shop in the lodge covering the basic 
needs for this fishing. There is currently no wifi or cellphone coverage in the lodge 
but we do have a satellite telephone for outgoing phone calls if needed. 



Tackle & technique

We suggest you bring double handed rods. In case you want to learn to Spey 

cast or improve your technique all our guides are keen instructors. Fly rods in 
8wt. Skagit lines with an assortment of tips for the different types of water. Flies in 
black, blue, fuchsia, red, etc make great contrast with this milky glacier water. 
Regular winter steelhead patterns such as intruders and articulated leeches do the 
job just fine. 

Technique: Fish slow while working your way downstream along these massive runs 
and pools. Guides will provide you with all the information you need for every pool. 
Swinging flies works very well but don’t hesitate to strip it as it can trigger some of 
these fierce Steelhead. A limited assortment of flies, fly lines, leader material and 
tackle is available at our fly shop in the lodge. 

SUGGESTIONS 
Rod: Spey rod #8 for all purpose (7-9wt suggested). 
Lines: 500-650 Grain Skagit Heads with a selection of tips 10-15ft. of T14  
Leader/Tippet: 15-20lb Tippet Material (Maxima ultragreen, RIO Fluoroflex, 
Seaguar) 
Boots: Rubber sole (no stud or metal). 
We strongly recommend to avoid bringing interchangeable sole wadding shoes. 



Rates

Full Week: 4 anglers with 2 guides:  4.950 USD / rod per week. 
Half Week: 4 anglers with 2 guides:  2.950 USD / rod per half-week. 

All prices based on shared twin bed room 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 
Visiting Argentinean Patagonia requires transport by airplane and 4-wheel drive vehicle. The
lodge is situated in a remote wilderness area and medical standards and facilities may be several
hours away and not necessarily of a standard available in the USA or Europe. Guests must
understand and accept the risk associated with such means of conveyance and the conditions
prevailing in the locality. Travel schedules in Argentina can change due to adverse weather,
strikes or other factors beyond our control. Such circumstances may require airlines tickets which
often have tight restrictions and for which we cannot be held responsible. Each person making a
reservation must send the internet booking form stating that these terms & conditions is fully
understood and accepted. Registration for the trip and receipt of payment in advance indicates
that cancellation/refund and responsibility clauses as outlined above have been read and are
accepted. Any prospective guest who has special medical or dietary requirements is asked to
contact the office prior to booking in order that they can be properly advised. All guests must
have appropriate and valid travel and trip cancellation insurance and details must be provided to
Solid Adventures prior to travel. Horse riding is at the guest’s own personal risk. By filling out this
booking form and paying for the trip this terms & conditions are fully accepted. Payment terms
are 50% non refundable confirmation fee and the remaining is due 90 days prior to travel. 

Dates: 17 Mar - 6 May


